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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,

When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be

under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.

After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.

Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.

At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.

At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.

At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.

In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.

A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros

We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.

Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and

Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.

We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.

At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.

After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish

in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.

Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.

At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.

At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.

At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.

In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.

A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros

We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.

Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us

lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.

The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.

Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us

lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and

Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.

We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Post
Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.

Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Mrs Joëlle Aflalo
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Mrs Aflalo is one of the founder members of the Matanel Foundation and is a
member of the Board of Patrons of the CER.

Post
Dear Rabbis,

Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to

create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Mrs Aflalo is one of the founder members of the Matanel Foundation and is a
member of the Board of Patrons of the CER.

Post
Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.
After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and

Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu
First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.

We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us
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Post
Dear Rabbis,
Dear Guests,
Dear Boris, our Partner and Friend,
Thank you Rav Weill to host us with efficiency,
When Matanel Foundation was founded, our desire was to help Jewish communities
throughout Europe. The necessity to inspire, empower and encourage rabbis and
specially the young rabbis) became obvious to us and Hulya (Hug Lelimudei Yahadut
Europa) was created to that effect.

After 5 years, Hulya counts more than 300 affiliated Rabbis and encourages then all
over the year.
Hulya sends for Haggim more than 20 000 kits (Hannukiot, Michloah Manot and
Meguilot, Matzot and Haggadot, books). Rabbis received them upon request in filling
in the appropriate form. We try to be caritative and modern.
The items created and designed by Hulya bear bar codes guiding to audio or video
content leading to prayers and songs. That way accessible to youth without need of
assistance, by using their phone.
Even old people enjoy using it, refreshing their memories of all types of songs and say
“c’est genial”.
Some Rabbi, like Rav Journo, took upon themselves to distribute those items to Jewish
in Hospital or in Prison. This year, Hulya would like to extend this action in eldery
homes and is looking for initiative of Rabbis.
Hulya is involved also in sponsoring kindergartens, Mikvaot, Shabbatonim (ECJS is
one of the best example into gathering 10 000 youth throughout Europe since
inception.)
Hulya organizes or sponsor seminars for Rabbis, for Rabbi wives, with help of
professionals.
At the first stage of our actions, Rabbis did not have the opportunity to meet each
other and to exchange about their own experience.
Friendship ties throughout those seminars have been established and B”H will
progress.
At the beginning, they were reluctant to use modern tools, now they can give us
lessons about using multimedia networks.
At the beginning, the word “Kirouv” was only a notion, today kirouv is a real action.
In this perspective and evolution I am pleased to announce the decision of Hulya to
create the Maharal Matanel prize. The prize will reward two promising European
young Rabbis every two years.
Ceremony will take place during the CER Convention. The applying Rabbis should be
under 45, live in Europe with their family and take care of the same community
during 3 years. Their actions should be original and inspiring and can be duplicated.
A Jury composed of Rabbis intellectuals and people from the civil society will study
the applications which should be sent via the website www.hulya.lu

First prize: 18 000 euros, Second prize: 10 000 euros
We are proud to see each of you today involved in blessed actions and we hope that
you will continue to be a source of inspiration for your communities.
We are proud to see CER be an active body recognized in Europe.
Pray for us

